The U.S. Census Bureau is reaching out to engage my fellow veterans and Legion members to participate in our duty to ensure an accurate count of our country’s population. We are engaging in the recruitment of temporary employment that provides an opportunity for our “Legion” of proven patriots to be rewarded for their service. We are especially concentrating on the greater Chicagoland area in fulfilling our recruitment goals.

Also, we are seeking temporary space in all Legion posts that have event capabilities to accommodate weekday U.S. Census enumerator training. All PPE, safety requirements and guidelines will be rigorously applied.

Lastly, I would hope that we may be allowed to provide promotional Census material to be displayed in the Legion’s posts.

The Illinois’ commander’s guidance and directives to each American Legion Post in regards to the Census Bureau’s offer to participate would be extremely appreciated and beneficial for the Legion, Census and our country.

The “Semper Fi” spirit of fidelity, duty and honor to our country hopefully will encourage the American Legion to rise up to the occasion and assist us in the performance of our duties. I am eagerly anticipating an uplifting and positive response.

Here are the 3 contact officials to avail yourself for reply, questions and directives.

Maxwell Little, M. Ed.
Recruiting Manager
Maxwell.little@2020census.gov
Off: 773-475-0827
Mobile: 773-786-6395

Witold Ziarino
Recruiting Assistant
Witold.ziarino@2020census.gov
Mobile: 401-688-0935

On behalf of the U.S. Census Bureau I sincerely appreciate any and all efforts on your behalf.

Peter L Paulsen
Recruiting Assistant
ACO2561, Chicago South Office/Chicago Region
US Census Bureau
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